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Tailoring single chain polymer nanoparticle
thermo-mechanical behavior by cross-link
density†

Suwon Bae, a Or Galant,b Charles E. Diesendruck b and Meredith N. Silberstein *a

Single chain polymer nanoparticles (SCPNs) are formed from intrachain cross-linking of a single polymer

chain, making SCPN distinct from other polymer nanoparticles for which the shape is predefined before

polymerization. The degree of cross-linking in large part determines the internal architecture of the SCPNs

and therefore their mechanical and thermomechanical properties. Here, we use molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations to study thermomechanical behavior of individual SCPNs with different underlying structures

by varying the ratio of cross-linking and the degree of polymerization. We characterize the particles in

terms of shape, structure, glass transition temperature, mobility, and stress response to compressive

loading. The results indicate that the constituent monomers of SCPNs become less mobile as the degree

of cross-linking is increased corresponding to lower diffusivity and higher stress at a given temperature.

1 Introduction

Internal architecture is a powerful way of controlling the response
of both nanoscale and bulk polymers. For amorphous glassy
polymers small amounts of cross-linking may reduce the yield
stress and enhance ductility,1,2 while large degrees of cross-
linking increase strength, decrease toughness, and increase
the glass transition temperature.3–6 Polymer microparticles also
show an increase in strength with significant increases in
degree of cross-linking.7 Elastomers typically show an increase
in stiffness and an increase followed by decrease in tensile
strength with increasing degree of cross-linking.8–10 Polymer
properties have also been manipulated through branched and
dendritic structures.11–14 In this manuscript we explore the
mechanics of single chain polymer nanoparticles (SCPNs) as
individual units with interest in both their own mechanics and
their potential as an architecture for tailoring bulk polymers.

SCPNs are formed from intra-chain cross-linking of a single
chain polymer.15 In contrast to classic polymer nanoparticles,
which are prepared in one step by microemulsion polymerization,
SCPN internal structures can be tightly controlled through linear
chain functionalization. Recently, SCPN synthesis techniques have

been growing more sophisticated in terms of available monomer
chemistries, tailoring options, and batch size.16–23 For example,
cross-links can be covalent or non-covalent, be located at random
or specific locations on the chain, and occur among just two or
among multiple locations simultaneously.18–21 The structure of
SCPNs is controlled by solvent quality as well as polymer chain
composition.23 While extensive work has gone into experimentally
characterizing the size, structure, and chemistry of SCPNs,24–26

little is known about the mechanical and thermomechanical
properties of individual SCPNs. One hint into these properties is
from Hosono et al. who conducted forced unfolding of SCPNs and
observed consecutive peaks in force-extension curves from bond
rupture events whose sequence and magnitude depended on the
internal cross-link structure.25

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a common approach for studying
the thermomechanical behavior of polymers.27–33 It is advanta-
geous over experiments for rapidly exploring dependencies on
architectural choices and determining the underlying cause of a
macroscopically observable property. For instance the potential
energy in a specific bond angle can be trivially tracked throughout
a deformation process. Despite the high strain rate inherent to the
computational limits of an MD simulation, good agreement has
been found with quasi-static mechanical tests.27,34,35 For polymers,
relatively low fidelity/low cost force fields (e.g. DREIDING,
CHARMM, GROMACS, consistent valence force field, polymer
consistent force field)36–39 can be used to predict the stress–
strain response and glass transition temperature. The compres-
sive response of nanoparticles has previously been simulated
through flat plate compression.40–42 In these simulations the
nanoparticles are placed between two flat plates, repulsive force
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is imposed between the plates and atoms within the particle,
and the plates are moved towards each other at a constant
velocity while force on the plates and particle configuration are
monitored. This method was validated to give results that fall
within the upper and low bounds given by elastic–plastic theory
and Hertzian contact respectively.40 MD has also previously
been used to investigate SCPN, but these papers focused on the
morphology as a function of cross-link locational selectivity43

and presence of solvent.44

The goal of this study is to understand the effects of cross-
linking ratio and degree of polymerization (DP) on the thermo-
mechanical behavior of individual SCPNs through molecular
dynamics simulations. We built MD models of polyethylene
(PE)-like polymers as representative SCPN of three different DP
and three different cross-linking ratios. Collapsed linear chains
(no cross-linking) were also studied for reference. PE is chosen
as a simple representative polymer since it has a structure that is
readily course grained and all the common polymer interactions.
The prepared SCPN were then analyzed in terms of initial particle
structure, glass transition temperature, diffusivity, and compres-
sion response. All MD simulations were performed using the large-
scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS).45

2 Methods
2.1 MD model

A coarse-grained model was adopted to represent the PE chain
that forms the SCPN. Each methylene group is treated as a single
neutral bead. The interaction between beads were captured by a
modified DREIDING potential. This course grained representa-
tion of PE with a DREIDING potential enables us to explore all the
typical elements of a polymer interaction with reasonable compu-
tational cost. The total potential energy of a system is expressed as
the sum of the bonded energy and non-bonded energy.

Etotal = Ebonded + Enon-bonded (1)

The bonded energy is comprised of the bond stretching, bond
angle bending and torsional dihedral energies. The non-bonded
energy is described only by the Lennard-Jones interaction.

Ebonded = Ebond + Eangle + Edihedral (2)

Enon-bonded = ELJ (3)

Ebond ¼
1

2
kb r� r0ð Þ2 (4)

Eangle ¼
1

2
ka y� y0ð Þ2 (5)

Edihedral ¼
X5
n¼1

An cos
n�1ðfÞ (6)

ELJ ¼ 4e
s
r

� �12
� s

r

� �6� �
(7)

where kb, ka and An are force constants for bond stretching,
bond angle bending and torsional dihedral terms respectively;

r is the bond length of each bond and r0 is the equilibrium
bond length; y is the angle between two bonds and y0 is the
equilibrium angle; f is the dihedral angle between planes
made by two adjacent angles; e is the depth of the Lennard-
Jones potential wall, s is the distance at which the inter-bead
potential is zero, and r is the distance between two beads. The
values for these parameters were adopted from a force field
used in predicting macroscopic properties of amorphous PE.35

A new cross-link was modeled as a bond that contributes to the
total potential energy by eqn (4). The new angles and dihedrals
introduced by new cross-links were set to take the same form as
eqn (5) and (6) respectively.

Each SCPN was derived from a linear PE chain. A globular
structure was generated by annealing the linear PE chain in
vacuum from a perfectly planar all-trans zig–zag conformation.
The annealing consisted of holding temperature at 500 K for
1 ns, cooling from 500 K to 300 K over 0.8 ns, and then
maintaining at 300 K for another 6 ns under NVT dynamics
with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat to control the temperature. This
cooling rate of 0.25 K ps�1 was selected based on convergence
of the volume versus temperature behavior at different rates
following the work conducted by Fukui et al., (see ESI† Fig. S4).46

To avoid rotation of the chain, the total angular momentum was
set to zero. The velocity-Verlet time stepping scheme was adopted.

The linear chain was converted into a cross-linkable chain
with a particular target cross-linking ratio by assigning function-
alized cross-link sites along the chain and then repeatedly cross-
linking (Fig. 1). To carry out cross-linking at 500 K, the activated
linear chain was subjected to the elevation of temperature from
300 K to 500 K over 0.8 ns and then equilibrated at 500 K for
another 1 ns. Cross-linking at 500 K, a temperature at which
there is significant thermal motion, allows the functionalized
sites to ‘‘see’’ and possibly bond with a broad range of other
beads so that the cross-linking is not limited to initially adjacent
functionalized sites. The collapsed configuration of the linear
precursor promotes cross-linking over a broad range of contour

Fig. 1 Flowchart of cross-linking process.
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lengths, which is similar to SCPN synthesis within a poor
solvent.44 The cross-linking process consisted of creation of
one chemical bond and a subsequent multi-step equilibration.
A distance only criteria was used to define eligible cross-linking
pairs following the findings of Tam et al., that neglecting
bending and dihedral angles when establishing cross-links provides
reasonable cross-linked polymer structures.47 The upper limit of
capture radius for cross-linking was set equal to the non-bonded
interaction cutoff (10.5 Å). Every functionalized and not yet cross-
linked site was investigated for its candidacy as a site to form a
cross-link by calculating the distance to all other available sites
and comparing it to a capture radius. Among eligible pairs a
single pair was randomly chosen as the new cross-link location.
If no eligible pairs were found the SCPN was equilibrated for an
additional 0.1 ns before repeating the cross-link check. Once a
cross-link was created, the topological data was updated with a
new bond, new angles and new dihedrals. The updated MD
model was then relaxed by a multi-step equilibration with a time
step of 0.5 fs (Table 1).48 Since it is likely that the initial bond
length of the new cross-link is much larger than the bond
equilibrium length the bond stiffness and the bond equilibrium
length are gradually increased and decreased respectively to the
actual value to prevent unrealistically high bond energies. The
cross-linking process was repeated until the degree of cross-
linking was within 0.5% from the target degree, e.g. the cross-
linking process for 10% cross-link SCPN stopped once the degree
reached higher than 9.5%. This was taken as a synthetically
realistic range for a batch of particles. The system was cooled
down from 500 K to 300 K at 0.25 K ps�1 and maintained at
300 K for another 6 ns. This algorithm was used to build cross-
linked SCPNs 500, 1000, and 2000 monomers long with 5%,
10%, and 15% degree of cross-linking. For particles at 150 K the
system was cooled from 300 K to 150 K at 0.25 K ps�1 and
maintained at 150 K for another 6 ns.

2.2 Compression

The prepared SCPNs and collapsed linear chains were mechani-
cally tested under flat plate compression as shown in Fig. 2. To
apply compressive loading to SCPN, two flat plates were intro-
duced above and below the particle. A repulsive potential was
imposed between the plate and the beads that compose the
SCPN as follows:

E(r) = K(r � R)3 (8)

where K is the force constant and r � R is the normal distance
in the compressive direction from the plate to a bead. The force
constant was set to be 10 kcal (mole Å3)�1. Every bead that
approaches the plate experiences a repulsive force with the
magnitude of 3K(r� R)2 from the plate in the opposite direction
along the compressive axis. Both plates were displaced towards
each other at a constant speed corresponding to strain rate of
108 1 s�1. The temperature was kept at either 300 K or 150 K
during compression, as controlled by a Nosé–Hoover thermo-
stat. The velocity-Verlet time stepping scheme was utilized with
the velocities and positions of the beads were updated by time
integration under NVT dynamics. Before the plates started
moving and exerting a force on the beads, the total potential
energy of the particle was minimized.

The force applied to the particle was obtained by measuring
the force exerted on the plate. The net force was converted to
stress, which is defined as the force divided by the initial cross-
sectional area of the particle. For calculating stress, the cross-
sectional area is defined as the mean ellipse that encompasses
the projection of beads onto the x–y plane. The stress response
was visualized versus strain, which is defined as the displacement
of the plate divided by the initial plate to plate distance, d0. Energy
components were observed as a function of strain.

2.3 Particle analysis

The structures were analyzed in terms of shape, methylene radial
distribution density, glass transition temperature, potential
energy and methylene mobility. The shape was characterized
by mean radius with standard deviation over time and spatial
deviation. The mean radius was calculated by taking the geo-
metric mean value of semi-principal axes.

The radial density was calculated with the center of mass of
the SCPN located at the origin. Based on given lower and upper
bounds of radius and the number of bins, spherical shell
shaped bins were created (the innermost bin is a sphere) and
the number of methylene beads falling within each bin and
the corresponding mass were calculated. The mass was then
divided by the volume of the bin and converted to density.

The glass transition temperature (Tg) of an individual SCPN
was calculated by monitoring the evolution of total energy with
temperature, i.e. the calculated Tg is an internal Tg of a single
particle and does not include the interaction between several
SCPNs. Each particle was cooled from 500 K to 10 K at a cooling
rate of 0.25 K ps�1. Total energies were recorded at 100 discrete
temperatures with an interval of about 5 K. Two straight lines

Table 1 Force constants for a bond (a new cross-link) and the other
bonds during multistep relaxation (r0* is the bond equilibrium length and
kb* is the force constant of the regular bond)

Step t (ps)

A cross-link The other bonds

r0 kb r0 kb

1 100 r0* + (4/4)(d � r0*) 1/5 � k0* r0* k0*
2 100 r0* + (3/4)(d � r0*) 2/5 � k0*
3 100 r0* + (2/4)(d � r0*) 3/5 � k0*
4 100 r0* + (1/4)(d � r0*) 4/5 � k0*
5 100 r0* + (0/4)(d � r0*) 5/5 � k0*

Fig. 2 Schematic of flat plate compression setup for molecular dynamics
simulations.
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were fitted to 100 pairs of total energy versus temperature.
The intersection of these two fitted lines was taken as the Tg

of that SCPN. The calorimetric method was chosen because of
its common use in the MD literature and the relatively clear
transition.46,49–51 Implementation details, citations, and sample
plots for two alternative methods are provided as Fig. S5 and S6
in the ESI.†

The methylene bead mobility was evaluated by monitoring
the evolution of mean-squared displacement (MSD) of all beads
that comprise an SCPN with time. The MSD of methylene
beads were recorded over 1 ns from an already equilibrated
particle state.

All quantities were calculated as averages of 3 distinct
particles each equilibrated over 10 different times in order to
obtain trends independent of the exact SCPN configuration.
Reference sizes were taken over all 3 particles and an extended
equilibration period. These reference sizes were used for setting
the initial plate distance and choosing the area for stress
calculations.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Initial structure

A typical SCPN at 300 K is shown in Fig. 3, this 1000 monomer
particle has been functionalized with 10% cross-linking. At any
snapshot in time the particle is roughly spheroidal with an
average radius of 23 Å and typical deviation of any axis of 7% of
the average radius. Locations of each methylene bead within a
particle fluctuate significantly with a standard deviation of the
particle semi-major axis of 0.3 Å over time. The average size of
the particle can be readily visualized through the radial density
distribution (Fig. 4). The collapsed linear chain has roughly
uniform density throughout and drops rapidly as the edge
of the particle is reached. This density matches that of bulk
PE previously simulated using the same force field.35 Since
all collapsed linear chains have this density, particles with a
greater DP are larger. Interestingly, particle size is nearly
independent of the degree of cross-linking with only a slight
reduction in the drop-off radius as the degree of cross-linking is
increased up to 15%. This implies that the addition of cross-
links to the SCPN does not change the equilibrium dimension
of the SCPN in vacuum, this does not however imply that
the size is independent of the degree of cross-linking in the
presence of solvents or neighboring polymers. The particle size
is weakly temperature dependent with radius increasing by
11% from 300 K to 500 K for the linear particle and by 3%
for the 10% cross-linked SCPN.

The glass transition temperature of the various SCPNs is
measured by cooling the particles at a constant rate from 500 K
down to 10 K while monitoring the total energy. For all particles
a distinct change in the slope of the total energy versus
temperature curve is observed. This typical response is shown
for the specific case of the 1000 monomer long particle with
10% cross-linking, which was found to have a transition
temperature of 253.23 K (Fig. 5a). The transition was found to
be rate dependent with the change obscured at rates that are
too high as detailed in Fig. S4 in the ESI.† This Tg is lower than
that of bulk PE simulated with the same forcefield,35 this
suppression is expected for a small isolated particle.51 While
there are no statistically significant trends in the glass transition
temperature with either the DP or the percent cross-linking, there
does seem to be an increase in Tg with increasing percent cross-
linking (Fig. 5b). Critically, from these particle cooling simulations
we identified 300 K as rubbery and 150 K as glassy for all particles.
We will use these two temperatures to examine the differences in
behavior of SCPN in the glassy and rubbery states.

The potential energy of the equilibrated SCPN depends on
both the number of monomers and the degree of cross-linking
as shown in Fig. 6. The potential energy in a collapsed linear

Fig. 3 Snapshots of a 1000 monomer 10% cross-link SCPN from three
orthogonal views.

Fig. 4 Radial density distribution of equilibrated (a) collapsed linear chains
as a function of number of monomers, (b) 1000 monomer long chain and
SCPNs as a function of degree of cross-linking.
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chain (no cross-linking) scales down linearly with the increasing
DP since at near equilibrium spacing the non-bonded energy
among monomers is negative. As cross-links are added to the
collapsed linear chain, the potential energy increases with
the increasing degree of cross-linking. The new bond lengths,
angles, and dihedrals have equivalent distribution about equili-
brium as the original bond lengths, angles, and dihedrals (ESI,†
Fig. S2). The change in energy with increasing degree of cross-
linking within each SCPN is roughly equal to the sum of the
energies added by each new bond, angle, and dihedral. There is
minimal associated non-bonded energy change because the
radial density does not change. As cross-links are added, the
potential energy for SCPN with more monomers increases more
than the energy for that with fewer monomers, primarily due to
the greater quantity of monomers and cross-links present.

We calculated the methylene bead MSD at both 300 K and
150 K (Fig. 7 and Table 2) in order to understand chain mobility
for potential interaction within a bulk polymer formed from
assemblies of SCPN. All particles exhibit first a ballistic regime
(pt2) and then a sub diffusive regime. At 150 K the post-ballistic

slope is near zero, whereas at 300 K it is 0.635 and 0.378 for
1000 monomer linear collapsed chain and 10% crosslink SCPN,
respectively. This temperature dependence is consistent with our
expectation from the Tg studies that indicated that the 150 K
particles would behave in a glassy manner whereas the 300 K
particles would behave in a rubbery manner. The addition of
cross-links to the collapsed linear chain monotonically decreases

Fig. 5 Glass transition temperature dependence of SCPN structure.
(a) Total energy change of 1000 monomer 10% cross-link SCPN with
cooling from processing temperature of 500 K. (b) Transition temperature
as a function of degree of cross-linking. Standard deviation shown for
30 different configurations for each case.

Fig. 6 Total potential energy versus degree of cross-linking for each
degree of polymerization. Standard deviation shown for 30 different
configurations for each case.

Fig. 7 Logarithmic plot of the MSD versus time of 1000 monomer linear
collapsed chain and 10% cross-link SCPN at 300 K and 150 K.

Table 2 Slope of mean square displacement versus time on a log–log
plot at 1 ns of methylenes that compose SCPNs as a function of degree of
cross-linking and degree of polymerization [Å2 ps�1]

Linear 5% 10% 15%

300 K 500 0.578 0.494 0.376 0.288
1000 0.635 0.472 0.378 0.285
2000 0.582 0.477 0.338 0.278

150 K 500 0.142 0.097 0.106 0.074
1000 0.096 0.138 0.071 0.049
2000 0.117 0.106 0.069 0.049
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the mobility. At 300 K this reduction in mobility is pronounced
with a factor of 10 reduction from the collapsed linear chain to
SCPN with 15% of degree of cross-linking at 1 ns. At 150 K the
effect of cross-linking is muted compared to the influence of
cross-linking at 300 K with only a factor of 2 reduction from the
collapsed linear chain to SCPN with 15% of degree of cross-
linking.

3.2 Response to compression

When an SCPN is subjected to monotonic compressive loading
by rigid flat plates, the particle accommodates the imposed
boundary condition through shape change (Fig. 8). Initially the
particle becomes nominally cylindrical and then continues to
grow in radius as the height decreases. The stress increases
monotonically with increasing strain in a concave up manner
(Fig. 9a). This overall stress response has two distinct origins:
the shape change effect (low initial contact area between plate
and spheroidal SCPN) and the intrinsic material/atomistic
response. We can further examine the intrinsic material response
by examining how the energy changes under compression (Fig. 9b).

The total potential energy increases monotonically with a
concave up shape as the particle is compressed. Breaking the
potential energy down into specific interaction potentials eluci-
dates how the SCPN accommodates the applied deformation.
Each individual interaction potential increases with the same
shape as the overall potential energy. The smallest contributor
to the change in potential energy is the bond stretching energy,
which does have some fluctuation but is effectively unchanged
throughout the simulation. The bond angle energy has a greater
contribution than the bond stretching energy, but still only
around 15% of total change in potential energy. The largest of
the bonded interactions is the torsional dihedral, which accounts
for around 1/3 of the total energy change. Non-bonded energy
accounts for half of total change in potential energy indicating
that the relative bead displacements from disparate parts of the
chain govern the stress response. This large contribution of non-
bonded energy under mechanical loading is typical for polymers
above Tg.35,52–55 The bond-stretching, angle bending, and tor-
sional dihedral interactions associated with the cross-links have
equivalent change in energy as their respective contributions from
the initial linear structure. This equivalence implies that while the
cross-links may influence how the particle deforms, once they are
formed they are energetically indistinguishable from the rest of
the SCPN (Fig. S15, ESI†).

The stress response of the SCPN as a function of percent cross-
linking and DP at 300 K is shown in Fig. 9. The stress-response of

the SCPN can be tailored by modifying the degree of cross-linking.
The higher the degree of cross-linking, the stiffer the response
and the more hyperelastic the response over the simulated range.
The cross-links reduce relative atom motion by increasing con-
nectivity within the chain. Fig. 10 shows the stress for each SCPN
type at a strain of 0.3. While the degree of cross-linking depen-
dence is apparent despite the large standard deviation, the stress
response shows negligible dependence on DP within the
simulated range of 500 to 2000 monomers. Naturally, the force
response does change with number of monomers since larger
particles have larger initial cross-sectional area. For all degrees
of cross-linking and polymerization the stress response is
qualitatively similar at 300 K (ESI,† Fig. S9–S12).

The SCPNs below the glass transition temperature behave
both quantitatively and qualitatively different than above Tg

(Fig. 11). In contrast to the 300 K response, the typical 150 K
stress response has three apparent regions: an increasing
region followed by a relatively flat portion, and then a second
increasing region at a higher slope than the first. This behavior
resembles that of a foam with the stress growing rapidly after
the structure has compacted. In contrast to at 300 K the initial
stiffness does not appear to depend on degree of cross-linking,

Fig. 8 Snapshots of a MD simulation of 1000 monomer 10% cross-link
SCPN under compression at 300 K. Red beads are standard monomers
and blue beads are cross-linked monomers (Fig. S8, ESI†).

Fig. 9 Compression response of 1000 monomer SCPN at 300 K. (a) Stress
versus strain as a function of degree of cross-linking. (b) Potential energy
components for 10% cross-link SCPN.
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however the stress values among the different cross-linking
degrees deviate further at larger strains with larger stresses for
higher degree of cross-linking. This deviation comes in part

from the higher plateau stress and in part from the decreased
length of the plateau region for higher degree of cross-linking
compared to lower degree of cross-linking. Overall, the stress
and potential energy associated with compression at 150 K are
significantly higher than at 300 K as would be expected for a
glassy versus rubbery response for the same material. At 150 K
the dihedral energy is comparable to the non-bonded energy
with each accounting for nearly half of the total potential energy,
and the remaining energy arising from angle deformation. While
non-bonded, dihedral, and angle energies are all increased
relative to the 300 K case, the relative importance of the
covalent interactions to non-covalent interactions is greater at
150 K. Further, the ratio of dihedral energy to non-bonded
energy increases with increasing degree of cross-linking (Fig. S14,
ESI†). The increased prevalence of bonded interactions relative to
non-bonded has been seen in bulk cross-linked glassy polymers as
well.55 The similar dependence of the mechanical behavior of
SCPN and bulk polymers on temperature relative to Tg and degree
of cross-linking suggests that we should be able to apply knowl-
edge gained from decades of bulk polymer research to tailoring
SCPN mechanical response.

4 Conclusions

In this study we created MD models of polyethylene-like SCPNs
and used them to investigate the thermo-mechanical properties
of SCPNs as a function of degree of cross-linking and DP.
In particular, three different numbers of monomers (500, 1000,
2000) and four different degrees of cross-linking (collapsed linear,
5%, 10%, 15%) were investigated. The molecular structure was
coarse-grained into beads consisting of a single methylene group
with interactions described by the modified Dreiding potential.
These particles were analyzed in terms of glass transition
temperature, bead mobility, potential energy, and stress response
to flat plate compression. 150 K and 300 K were used as the
representative temperatures for glassy and rubbery behavior
respectively.

We observed that SCPN mechanical properties can be modi-
fied by changing internal ratio of cross-linking but not DP,
conversely SCPN size can be modified by DP but not by ratio
of cross-linking, although there is minimal difference between
10% and 15%. At 300 K the SCPNs follow a typical non-linear
rubbery behavior with higher degree of cross-linking corres-
ponding to higher stress throughout the applied deformation.
At 150 K the SCPNs show three distinct regions, the slope of the
initial region is independent of degree of cross-linking, the
subsequent plateau and second increasing region have stress
that does scale with the degree of cross-linking. The associated
potential energy is also temperature dependent both in terms
of overall magnitude and relative values of the underlying
components. At both temperatures non-bonded energy is the
largest contribution to the overall increase in potential energy
with compression. The relative contribution of the dihedral
torsional energy increases with both increasing degree of cross-
linking and decreasing temperature such that at 15% and 150 K

Fig. 10 Stress response of SCPN at 300 K at a strain of 0.3 as a function of
degree of cross-linking and degree of polymerization. Standard deviation
shown for 30 different configurations for each case.

Fig. 11 Compression response of 1000 monomer SCPN at 150 K. (a)
Stress versus strain as a function of degree of cross-linking. (b) Potential
energy components for 10% cross-link SCPN.
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the dihedral energy is comparable to the non-bonded energy.
In all cases bond and angle distortion is relatively minor. These
results suggest that mechanical property tailoring of an indivi-
dual SCPN should only weakly depend on the stiffness of the
cross-link since the cross-link mostly acts by the locking the
structure into a particular relative configuration. Consequently,
the cross-links have greater effect above Tg and at large defor-
mation below Tg than they do for small deformation below Tg

where even the linear structure has minimal mobility.
The mobility of methylenes that compose the SCPN has

important implications for how the SCPN will interact in bulk
assemblies. The slope of mobility on a log–log plot of methylenes
within the collapsed linear chain at 300 K is halved with the
addition of 15% cross-linking. This mobility is still significantly
larger than the motion of methylenes below Tg suggesting a
potential for creating entanglements among beads through SCPN
assembly processing above Tg. Given the reduced mobility of
methylenes with increasing degree of cross-linking at both
temperatures we expect less ductile bulk assembly behavior with
increasing degree of intramolecular cross-linking. The contrast
between behavior at 150 K and 300 K should however be much
larger than the cross-link dependence at either temperature given
the drastic difference in both the individual particle mechanical
properties and the expected inter-particle interaction. Work is
underway to experimentally validate these predicted trends for
both the single particle and bulk assembly mechanical behavior.
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